Steve Stock & Associates

We’re thinking about your Future

FROM CONCEPT
TO COMPLETION
CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS
We are dedicated to constructing the highest
quality refrigerated warehousing in the rocky mountain
region and western United States. Since 1978 we have
been designing and constructing coolers and freezers for
school districts, food processors, food distribution,
pharmaceuticals and the forest service. Providing
owners design expertise in racking systems, forklift
selection, floor construction, building structure and
refrigeration systems we are a complete design build
contractor for refrigerated buildings. We are fully
computerized which makes it possible to provide
customers pricing and proposal drawings within a few
days.

Representatives for Bally—RBI
Dedicated to making the finest
insulated panel system for the
refrigerated warehouse industry.

Services









SCHEMATIC DESIGN
RACK ING CONCEPTS
FORKLIFT SELECTION

BUDGET PRICING
DRAFTING
PROJECT PRICING
ZONING SUBMITTAL
BLDG. DEPT. PLAN REVIEW

 PERMITING
 PROJECT MANAGEMENT
 CONSTRUCTION
 ENGINEERING

SOILS

BUILDING

MECHANICAL

ELECTRICAL

Steve Stock & Associates
600 West 48th AVE.
Denver Co, 80123
stevestock.com
Phone:
Fax:
Email:

303-295-2856
303-295-2887
steve@stevestock.com
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Rudi’s Bakery—Boulder, Colorado
Challenge:
Construct a new bakery while running an existing bakery and move the facility over a
4 day weekend and stay in business, This was just one of Rudi's bakeries challenges
to SSA. This meant that their new storage freezer & blast cell, levan room, old dough
room, dry storage, offices, boiler room, maintenance and cart wash had to be ready
on time so they could move.
Solution:
The electrical, mechanical and ventilation had to be in place and ready for hook up of
their ovens, mixers, proof boxes, divider/rounder and packaging equipment. This took
close work with the Rudi’s management team developing schedules that could not slip.
Equipment power requirements had to be double checked to prevent last minuet snags in
a schedule that was already very tight. Success in a project like this is having a construction
team of the owner, contractor and sub-contractors who understand the critical nature of
the work that has to be preformed and the cooperation required between all parties to pull
off a successful difficult project like this.

T.R. Toppers—Pueblo, Colorado
Challenge:
T.R. Toppers needs more freezer space for their rapidly
growing candy and cookie cracking operation but they can not
give up any of their existing warehouse space.
Solution:
Build a new outdoor freezer attached to their existing building
with a three deep, three high drive-in racking system on each
side of a center aisle.

Livingston Foodservice Distribution—Midvale, Utah
Challenge:
Livingston Foodservice had a piece of land that over the years had been used as a dumping area,
was on a severe slope and had very little room on each side of the existing building to the lot lines.
They had done mostly dry product distribution for years but wanted to get into refrigerated food
distribution. How could they build on this site?
Solution:
This is where a good design team comes in handy. A lot of existing soil had to be removed and replaced with compacted structural fill
to get the proper support for the new building. Also, the west and east sides had to have retaining walls to hold back the hill and level
of the site. We changed the receiving and shipping from the front of the building to the
back and constructed a new dock, truck apron and truck turn around. Livingston had never
operated with a pallet rack system, they had always floor stacked. We designed a racking
system for their dry and new refrigerated warehouse which incorporated a mix of selective
and two deep reach racking. We also developed a product flow through the warehouse
increasing their picking efficiency. Livingston purchased a new forklift to operate in the
high density system. The final challenge was constructing this project over the winter season
during the snowiest year in 30 years.
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ARUP—Salt Lake City, Utah
Challenge:
ARUP is growing in the blood testing field and
needed a storage freezer for the increased
amount of samples. The samples have to be
held at -20 deg C and cannot get above -15 deg
C or the samples will be ruined.
Solution:
Construct a high rise freezer with a computerized automatic retrievable storage system utilizing mini stacker cranes. We had to prevent
any rises in the room temperature due to the critical nature of the product being stored. The key was designing a mini parallel
compressor rack refrigeration system with a 100% redundancy and a automatic back-up generator. The system was also designed with a
hot gas bypass system for tight temperature control and hot gas defrost for a fast defrost cycle. A commercial dehumidifier was installed
in the anti room to prevent any icing or frosting on the entry conveyors and cranes.

Jefferson County School District—Lakewood, Colorado
Challenge:
Jefferson County Schools had two questions.
How do we construct a freezer on a highly sloped piece of property?
How do we get all our food out of public storage?
Solution:
Design an insulated elevated platform supported on a series of piers.
Install a racking system of 2 & 3 deep push back rack that is 4 pallets
high. They are able to store 550 pallets in a 60’x60’x28’ cube. The
savings from being out of public storage and the extra transportation
costs paid for the project in 2-1/2 years, they are also saving on energy
by using Bally 6” thick insulated panels.
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Littleton Public School District—Littleton, Colorado
Challenge:

Solution:

Littleton Public Schools needed to remodel their 30 to 40 year
old schools to accommodate the increase in student population
and the changes in menus.

Construct walk-in coolers and freezers on the exterior of the
building and demo the old walk-ins built of cork and plaster. This
freed up space for increased dry storage and new equipment.

Loveland School District—Loveland, Colorado
Challenge:
The school district had just bought an old building for their new district warehouse, but
there was no refrigerated space.
Solution:
Construct an outdoor freezer to store their government commodities. The time frame
from start to finish was 10 weeks. A fast track design/build schedule was the only way to
complete the project in time for the fall school year. Effective project management, along
with engineers, equipment suppliers and sub contractors that stayed on schedule was the
key to a successful on time and in budget project.

Cherry Creek Public Schools—Centennial, Colorado

Challenge:
Cherry Creek Schools already had a Bally freezer warehouse but needed more space.
They also wanted to add a stand-by generator to protect their food during power outages.

Solution:
We were able to add on to this rack supported warehouse and kept the existing freezer in
operation while we completed the construction. We designed a compressor rotator panel
which enabled them to reduce the generator size by 66%.
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